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**Strengths**
H Mapping European Alliance R&I Best Practices Linked to the SWAFS Transformational Modules

**Science with and for Society**
European Universities Alliance

- **Future of Higher Education**
- **Research and Innovation**
- **Policy and Governance**

**ECIU**
- Seed Programme Development: 1 new co-tutelle of doctoral students or industrial doctorates, 1 blended mobility to create networks and new synergies, 1 collaborative PhD initiatives

**CIVICA**
- Development of Academic Training for Faculty and Staff
- Task force on Research Assessment Reform
- Support for the HR&D process to get the label

**ENHANCE**
- Taskforce on academic mobility for early-career researchers
- Taskforce on research assessment
- Taskforce on gender equality

**EPIGame**
- Researchers Gamification Framework
- EPIGame - Researchers Assessment Framework

**ERUA**
- Grant for researchers
- Grant for early-career researchers

**EUniWell**
- Joint human resources strategy based on HR4R
- Joint human resources strategy based on HR4R
- Joint human resources strategy based on HR4R

**HERMES**
- Supervision models in film and media PhD education
- Joint supervision model

**EEIS**
- Gender and Diversity Work Groups (Network) and Gender Equality Plan (Report)
- Gender and Diversity Work Groups (Network) and Gender Equality Plan (Report)
- Gender and Diversity Work Groups (Network) and Gender Equality Plan (Report)

**ELISE**
- Training programmes for researchers and staff to develop international soft skills
- Training programmes for researchers and staff to develop international soft skills
- Training programmes for researchers and staff to develop international soft skills

**ENGEAGE**
- Job Shadowing at partner universities
- Job Shadowing at partner universities
- Job Shadowing at partner universities

**EUCUR**
- Qualitative research assessment framework
- Qualitative research assessment framework
- Qualitative research assessment framework

**EUGOIL**
- Learning Platform
- Learning Platform
- Learning Platform

**eUniverse**
- Inclusivity Plan
- Inclusivity Plan
- Inclusivity Plan

**European University Network for Well-Being**
- Forthom
- Forthom
- Forthom

**EURECA**
- Pilot MOOC in Team Science
- Pilot MOOC in Team Science
- Pilot MOOC in Team Science

**UNICERL**
- Tool for engaged research
- Tool for engaged research
- Tool for engaged research

**UNITE!**
- Implementation of a gender equality programme in research
- Implementation of a gender equality programme in research
- Implementation of a gender equality programme in research

**YUFE**
- Tool
- Tool
- Tool
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- Conference on Educational and Research Infrastructure collaboration in European University Alliances
- Community of Practice Research Support Offices
- Research and Innovation Board
- Action Plan 5 CHARM-EU Research Infrastructures Catalogue

- International and interdisciplinary mobility scheme
- Development of a Mobile App (Coordy)
- Research Infrastructures Interactive Platform
- Research Infrastructure Charter for access and use
- Roadmap towards shared R&I platforms (via an ECU network)

- Research infrastructure portfolio mapping report
- Call for research projects demanding access to EDUs research infrastructures
- Catalogue of research facilities
- Exploratory work on rules of access

- Excellence Labs Facilities Network
- Requirements and preconditions for creating infrastructures and conducting joint infrastructure based research on EPC challenges
- Research Community Platform
- Good practices on talent management, research and internationalisation accelerators

- Research Infrastructures Interactive Platform
- Research infrastructure inventory and best practices
- Joint Labs
- Digital Platform and OpenAire Gateway
- Research funding sources

- Research infrastructure portfolio mapping report
- Call for research projects demanding access to EDUs research infrastructures
- Catalogue of research facilities
- Exploratory work on rules of access

- Expertise Exchange Platform (connecting university actors with other societal actors, as a virtual market place)
- Joint strategic action plan for sharing research resources
- Digital Platform and OpenAire Gateway
- Research funding sources

- Tool for teaching, research, and cross-sectoral and infrastructures
- Research Portal
- Joint Labs
- Digital Platform and OpenAire Gateway
- Research funding sources

- Creation of a network of shared research infrastructures
- Inventory of the available facilities in the partnership
- List of the researchers in the partnership who are ready to work on joint research projects

- Training program for Shared infrastructures
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- Training program for Shared infrastructures
- Expertise Exchange Platform (connecting university actors with other societal actors, as a virtual market place)
- Joint Labs
- Digital Platform and OpenAire Gateway
- Research funding sources
ENGAGING NON-ACADEMIC ACTORS
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- Webinar: Transfer from academia to business and society
- Pilot Training Programme: Arqus Transfer 2023
- Guidelines on Transfer

**Circle U. European University Alliance**
- "Democracy in Schools" initiative
- Training programme for practitioners on activism

**CIVIKA**
- Guidelines and recommendations for the implementation of Public Engagement
- Guidelines for Empowerment by issue and sustainable citizen science

**ECU**
- Focus area: Sustainable development through transdisciplinary research
- Focus area: Sustainable entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystems

**ERMOL**
- Action plan towards a Global Health initiative

**EUPHORIA**
- A vision on mainstreaming entrepreneurship for the EUTOPIA alliance
- A report on recommendations: How EUTOPIA works/procedures and generates innovative research

**EYOLO**
- Market Place Tool: Platform to link research with business world

**UNIC**
- Multipolar Virtual Science-Innovation Park
- Empowering R&D based entrepreneurship

**UNITE!**
- Work in process - contact the alliance

**UNIVERSEH**
- Work in process - contact the alliance
- Meetings with stakeholders

**arQus**
- European University Alliance
- SCAD analysis
- Plan for capacity building and joint innovation activities

**AURORA**
- Innovation and Start-up Training Programme
- SOAD analysis

**CHARM-EU**
- Good Practices on Innovation Detection

**EU-CONEXUS**
- Virtual Innovation Lecture Series
- Recipes of Innovation - An EC2U cookbook

**EUTOPIA**
- Protocol for nominating industrial chairs
- Entrepreneurship Action Plan (report), including e.g. The Entrepreneurship School initiative

**ENHANCE**
- Focus area: Sustainable development through transdisciplinary research
- Focus area: Sustainable entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystems

**ERUA**
- SoS analysis and joint innovation activities

**EESSO**
- Soft skills training offer
- Expertise Exchange Platform (connecting university actors with other societal actors, as a Virtual market place)

**CIVIS**
- Good Practices on Innovation Detection
- Report: Analysis on How the Alliance’s Partners Associate with non-Academic Actors

**FORTHEM**
- Staff Academy with courses for non-academic staff

**ENGAGE EU**
- Checklist of Good practices for cooperation among actors of innovation ecosystems
- Roadmap to access innovation communities

**Multipolar Virtual Science-Innovation Park**
- Community-engagement based research best practices
MAINSTREAMING OPEN
SCIENCE
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- Work in process - contact the alliance

Circle U.

- "Democracy in school" initiative
- Public lecture on Global Health

ECIU university

- Citizen Science Community Platform CS Pilot App
- Research conferences: Engagement society through challenge-based life and learning

ENHANCE

- Focus area: Sustainable development through transdisciplinary research
- European Digital University

EUROLIGHT

- Citizen Science starter kit
- Citizen science clinics

EUTopia

- Citizen Science Community Platform CS Pilot App
- Peripheral Perspectives - Artistic Research Exhibition

Cunice

- Work in process - contact the alliance

ERUA

- European University

ENRICH-EU

- Stakeholders engagement initiatives and best practices
- Citizen Science pilot activity

UNIC

- City labs based joint research programmes
- European declaration of Engaged Research

UNITE!

- Participation in European Researchers’ Nights (2021, 2022, 2023): Collaborative mapathons, "HORSE initiative on energy poverty"

UNIVERSEH

- UNIVERSEH outside the lab with and for society
- Participation in European Researchers’ Nights (2021, 2022, 2023): Collaborative mapathons, "HORSE initiative on energy poverty"
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Science with and for Society in European Universities Alliances: Cross-Alliances Forum 2023

brussels, November 30 - December 1

Co-funded by the H2020 Programme of the European Union
EXPLORING JOINT UNIVERSITY STRUCTURES
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Work in process - contact the alliance

- Interdisciplinary Thematic Research Networks (ITRN)
- Sandpits sessions
- Partnership Tool
- Online Atlas of research funding opportunities
- Participation in FOREU2 SwafS Subgroup activities

Setting up a joint TTO

• Strategy on Decisional Conferences
• Creation of a Network of Research Managers and Best Practice Sharing

Establishing a Joint Virtual Services and Policy Office

• InnoCORE Policy Liaisons Board (group of experts in EU affairs and EU projects)

- Participation in FOREU2 groups and related activities and experts promoted by other Alliances

- Action Plan 8: Joint Support Strategy for Research Projects

- Think Tank “Leading the green transition: Advancing research for sustainable value creation”

- Report on barriers and obstacles hampering the project implementation on political, legal, institutional, administrative issues

- Structural and Organisational Institution Configuration
• Current innovation structures and policies report and best practices example report

- An ICT-enabled infrastructure for the collection of data and shared within UNIC
- Formal establishment of the UNIC4ER Post-Industrial Transitions Academy

- Ongoing process to create a business model to make the joint laboratory possible
OTHER RESULTS
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